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ABSTRACT

The challenge of accurately modeling dispatching rules and policies is a difficult and costly exercise. Currently, the only accurate way to qualify the impact and effectiveness of policy changes is by analyzing the policy in either a test facility or in production. In a test facility it is difficult to recreate the production environment. Additionally, to test policy changes in production is risky and can be costly. From a modeling perspective, the duplication of dispatching rules for use in simulation requires time consuming efforts to recreate the dispatching policies as well as the current state of the manufacturing environment. Seagate Technology, working with Applied Materials, has deployed a framework that initializes an AutoSched AP simulation model to the current state of the facility and utilizes the APF Real Time Dispatcher® (RTD) rules in production within the simulation. This paper will present the solution, benefits, and initial results at Seagate Technology.

1 INTRODUCTION

Challenges often existing in determining the potential impact of continuous improvement initiatives as it relates to mission critical applications. This is especially true when it involves dispatching logic and algorithms used in semiconductor manufacturing due to the volumes and system sensitivities associated with the interrelationship of equipment, buffers, and product mix. Implementation of perceived continuous improvement initiatives can be time consuming and risky as the only way to determine their true effectiveness is through implementation in the production environment itself. Seagate Technology working with Applied Materials, has implemented a continuous improvement initiatives that addresses the challenges between dispatching and simulation providing the means to understand the impact of dispatching rule changes prior to production implementation.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The simulation technology is used for various applications within semiconductor companies. The scenarios includes capacity planning with varying time frames, forecasting, identifying bottleneck tools, validat
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ing dispatching and scheduling policies, and lot release policies. Simulation models are becoming complex as the semiconductor manufacturing scenarios are constantly evolving. The challenges and successes for using simulation can be found in Chien et al. (2008), Fowler et al. (1998), and Scholl et al. (2010) which found that one of the key factors impacting the accuracy of models is the modeling of the local dispatching rules.

There has been significant research performed in evaluating dispatching rules and scheduling policies within the simulation environment. The studies include the evaluation of commonly used dispatching rules against the mathematical programming based algorithms. These studies focus on the impact of the dispatching and scheduling policies against the cycle time and throughput for bottleneck tools in the factory. Some examples can be found in Sunkara et al. (2011), Hsieh et al. (2007), Rose (1999), Khul et al. (2004). One of the papers written, Bureau et al. (2007), lists that one of limitations in simulating the consistent global and local scheduling is that dispatching rules used in the simulation model are far from reality.

Seagate Technology utilized dispatching software that takes into account the current state of the factory in determining where to best route product. Decision rules used in the software can be very complex in an effort to operate the facility as efficiently as possible. Due to the nature of the application it can be difficult to foresee the effects of rule changes as the conditions in the factory change due to downtime, product mix, etc.

2.1 Current Dispatching Approach

Seagate utilized Applied Material’s APF Real Time Dispatcher (RTD) product, or “dispatcher” henceforth, in its manufacturing environment to assist in controlling the flow of material and in the real-time decision making processes. Figure 1 depicts an example of this dispatcher configuration.

Seagate also uses AutoSched AP® (ASAP) for the factory online simulation model, or “online simulation”. The online simulation of dispatch rules is very basic at the present. The ASAP software also provides a customize extension to allow for complex rule development beyond the standard library of rules. The extension capabilities cannot duplicate the dispatch rules in the same manner that rules are deployed within the dispatcher environment.

![Figure 1: Sample dispatcher configuration.](image)

The current dispatching method used within the Seagate online simulation model is as follows:

- Lots are grouped by recipe
• Batches are ranked by Priority and First-in, First-out (FIFO)
• Batches have minimums and maximums quantities based on equipment and process step.

The dispatcher rule methodology used within the factory is:
• Lots are grouped by recipe
• Batches are ranked by Priority (manipulated via user parameter table), FIFO, and several other parameters
• Management of dispatcher rules is done via a user parameter table applied to indexed by Tool, Product, Process Step, Process Path, Lot Type, Route Type, RD Team, Experiment, Recipe, Priority and Lot Name. Between 5,000 and 10,000 parameters are active on any given day.
• Over 40 parameters control not only how lots are prioritized, routed, and manipulated, but also how tool resources are utilized and qualified.
• In additional to static parameter settings, several rules are dynamically enabled based on a variety of WIP and tool conditions.
• Each parameter within the dispatcher rules is effectively a custom extension.

Within the dispatcher, decision rules are developed that take into account the current state of the FAB in determining the routing of products to help maximize system performance. Rules often take into account large amounts of data from various sources and are often very complex in an effort to make the best decisions at that instant.

2.2 Challenges

Challenges existed within Seagate’s current environment that have provided Seagate and Applied Materials with the opportunity to address the analytical capabilities through the integration of the two products. Some of the challenges that Seagate posed to Applied are as follows:
• How can Seagate users experiment and validate the dispatching & scheduling policies through tradeoffs of conflicting business goals without the risk of trial and error in a production environment? Dispatching rule changes can adversely affect a factory’s key outputs such as; product cycle time, equipment capacity, utilization and throughput.
• How can Seagate demonstrate that a dispatching algorithm change needed for continuous improvement plans will not adversely affect production schedule and/or R&D goals.
• How can Seagate users record factory events and determine a more efficient response to unforeseen events such as tool down, WIP bubbles, demand changes, etc.?
• How can Seagate address the online simulation forecast accuracy gaps between basic simulation dispatch rules and complex rules in the dispatcher?

2.3 Current Simulation Approach

The current online simulation at Seagate uses a typical approach to modeling as seen in Scholl (2011). It is used to forecast up to 7 days and is used in a variety of applications like bottleneck detection, throughput goals, and forecasting planned down events. As discussed previously in section 2.1, the simulation uses basic dispatching rules. This results in many of the gaps between the production and simulated factory when attempting to accurately forecast any particular lot’s behavior over a period of time. Figure 2 summarizes the typical defects observed in the online simulation at a lot-level basis. In this case, a defect represents the delta between an actual lot’s step count and a simulated lot’s step count, and that delta is greater than an allowable threshold over a period of time.
Automating dispatch rule conversion in the online simulation is expected to have a significant impact on the current online simulation’s lot-level accuracy. The opportunity for improvement is largely due to the fact that greater than about 40% of the lot-by-lot simulation deltas are caused by major differences in lots’ queue times. This, in-part, is due to the lack of modeling specific dispatch rules. Essentially, in the current simulation lots are processed in a different order than they would in production and arrive at downstream operations in a different sequence. During the course of this project Seagate will be measuring the improvements in lot queue times defects.

Lastly, it should be noted that Seagate’s online simulation has been relatively accurate at a factory-level on average, but is less accurate for individual lot-level forecasting. As the demand for applications of the online simulation increase, so does the need for improvements in simulation forecast accuracy.

3  DISPATCHING AND SIMULATION

3.1  Past and Present Approaches

There have been numerous effort to model dispatching rules in a simulation environment. Here are some past and current approaches.

3.1.1  Standard Simulation Rules

The current online simulation product includes a very large library of rules. A simulation user can attempt to utilize these rules to best closely matching that of the dispatching system. These standard rules tend to focus on individual equipment and lot selection rules to help maximize equipment performance. The rules tend to be limited in their complexity to utilize system wide data to evaluate the condition necessary to make near optimal dispatching decisions to help maximize system performance.

Figure 2: Lot-by-lot defect comparison of simulation vs. production.
3.1.2 Rule Compiler

In the past a rule compiler existed that compiled dispatcher rules to be directly used in the simulation environment. Over time this effort was discontinued due to the following limitations:

- Testing indicated rules were too slow for simulation
- Projected cost to maintain was expected to be high
- Components of dispatcher capabilities were not supported (SQL blocks, data blocks, procedure blocks)

3.1.3 C++ Extensions

The current approach of model developers desiring to model custom rules from the dispatcher to the online simulation is through C++ extension development. Figure 3 depicts this approach. Customers duplicate the dispatching rules as close as possible in extensions that get compiled within the simulation environment. Some of the benefits and limitation of this approach are as follows:

- The rules tend to perform well with respect to the desired speed of simulation.
- Cost to maintain the rules are high as C++ extension development is required.
- Rules are duplicated and assumptions must be made to accommodate the differences between products.
- Dispatching users and simulation users may be in different departments and have limited knowledge of each other’s product.

![Diagram of current approach for modeling the dispatch rules in the factory online simulation.]

Figure 3: Current approach for modeling the dispatch rules in the factory online simulation.

3.2 Design Approach

In analyzing the dispatcher rule requirements and simulation environment necessary to implement rules directly the following was discovered:

- In most rules, 2/3 of the time or more is used in preparing the data (i.e., joins, field manipulation, data consolidation, etc.) for dispatching and 1/3 of the time is in rule execution. Figure 4 depicts the major dispatcher rule functional breakdown based on analysis of customer rules.
- In the online simulation rules, most of the data preparation is done in loading of the simulation instead of at execution time.
Through this analysis it was determined that 2/3 of the rules, along with the rule processing, could possibly be ignored if the simulation model could execute the remaining 1/3 dispatching logic. This provided the motivation for a possible solution overcoming the performance barriers of the past. One of the major benefits of simulation is the accelerated speed proving users with the results in a matter of minutes or even seconds, the desire to test production rules in a compressed time could provide users with huge benefits. As previous efforts in direct rule use have been hampered due to performance, it was determined through customer input that an acceptable 1-week simulation run would need to be completed in no more than 2 hours. Table 1 highlights the simulation rule execution calculation needed for market acceptance as deemed by users.

Data utilizing actual dispatcher rule execution times was used to help test the execution requirements within a simulation model. Based on prototyping utilizing customer’s rule in and integrated the dispatcher and online simulation environment, promising results indicated a potential for 233x rule execution improvement in the online simulation environment as summarized in the table below.

Table 1: Analysis of rule execution requirements within a simulation model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dispatching Rule Simulation Goal is to Simulate 1 week in 2 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Dispatcher Execution Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Execution Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Daily Dispatch Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispatch Requests in Simulation over Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Dispatch Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Improvement Factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through this effort the performance barriers of utilizing dispatch rules directly within an online simulation provided the potential for users to expand their use of simulation in their dispatching operations.

### 3.3 Perceived Benefits

Through the integration of the dispatching rules into the simulation environment the following benefits can be recognized dependent upon individual use cases.

#### 3.3.1 Integrated/Shared Data Modeling Capabilities Across Products

The integration of the dispatching and simulation products simplifies the process of initializing the simulation model to the current state of the manufacturing facility. The current state of equipment, WIP, as well as order release and preventive maintenance schedules can be included as this data now can be shared across the software platforms. Below are shared data elements and benefits.
3.3.2 Expanded Analytical Capabilities

The major benefits of the integrated dispatching and simulation solution is the potential to proactively work within the production system environment with actual data as part of a continuous improvement initiatives. Some of the expected capabilities of the integration are:

- Evaluate dispatch rule changes against future impact (orders/equipment/etc.)
- Test dispatch rule performance against historical performance (existing data)
- Determine impact of unscheduled down events
- Preempt potential down events through “smart” tool analysis
- Determine equipment deployment plans
- Look-ahead/predictive modeling capability
- Capacity planning capability

3.3.3 Reduced Total Cost of Ownership

The expected benefits with the shared data model and analytical capabilities greatly contributes to lowering the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for users. Savings and improvements can be recognized in the following areas:

- Dispatcher rules deployment
  - Offline testing and evaluation reduced risk and increases confidence
- Reduced training costs as product integration simplifies model development and maintenance
- Reduces simulation modeling costs
  - No need to duplicate dispatching rules with C++ rules
  - Automatic model initialization of current FAB state with integrated data
- Common reports between the dispatcher and the online simulation

4 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The current Seagate implementation plan consist of a 4-phased approach. The following paragraphs will describe the planned phased approach.

4.1 Phase I

In this phase Applied developed and delivered the capability to integrate the default rule in from the dispatcher into an online simulation. Key validation and debugging functionalities are were also developed. The key debugging features allows Seagate to validate the dispatcher rule behavior in the simulation. Key rule statistics are collected to monitor the dispatcher rule performance. The online factory simulation model can be paused at a certain point of time to analyze the behavior of dispatcher rules. All the data at the end of the simulation can be captured in a virtual repository which later can be used for doing validation and what-if analyses.

Also in this phase, a custom lot-level event logger was integrated into the simulation to capture lot events for each process step the lot experienced. This assists in the validation of rule execution as well as
providing tracking information to determine the simulation accuracy improvements. The information the event logger captures includes:

- Lot ID and priority
- Timestamps for arrival at the step including: reserving a tool, track in/out, and process start/stop for calculation of processing and non-processing cycle time classifications.
- Tool ID the lot was processed on
- Route step name and number

4.2 Phase II

The Phase II focus is to develop a mechanism to periodically refresh the input files used in the simulation. This capability will allow the dispatch rules to use historical information during the simulation run time. In addition to this capability, improvements will be made to the logging & validation methods.

4.3 Phase III

In Phase III, the focus is to enhance and deploy the capabilities developed in Phase II. i.e use the historical information from the online simulation model in the dispatch rule.

4.4 Phase IV

Phase IV is to focus on the conditional logic in dispatch rules. This will ensure that the same rule can be used for both production dispatching and the simulation model.

5 INITIAL RESULTS

After Phase I, many results have already been achieved. The project has already validated that five of the forty unique dispatch parameters have been successfully completed during the first week implementation. Previously developing five custom rules would likely have considerably longer to code and test in C++.

Although there are several steps required to verify that dispatch rules are being modeled accurately, Figure 5 below summarizes one of these steps. This figure displays a side-by-side comparison of a single dispatch rule’s parameter with changes over a simulated period and its effect on average WIP (FWLAVG) and average batch size (BATCHSZAVG). The rule that is verified is LARGEST_BATCH_FIRST which is a user defined WIP limit at which a tool’s local dispatching policy changes to prioritizing the largest batch first over all other policies (with a few minor exceptions) until WIP is reduced to less than the WIP threshold parameter.
In the baseline simulation, where LARGEST_BATCH_FIRST is not present, an increase in WIP is introduced on Period-04-Day and continues through the rest of the remaining 7-day simulation increasing the batch size moderately duration that time. In the second scenario, LARGEST_BATCH_FIRST is read in using the automated dispatch rule conversion in the online simulation and the parameter is set to 75. As the simulation progresses and the WIP approaches this limit the batch size drastically jumps to 10.53 from 3.51 the period before. The tool continues to have a higher batch size over the next few periods until the large batches are less common and the WIP is worked off, which also happens much sooner than the baseline simulation. Lastly, in the third scenario, the LARGEST_BATCH_FIRST is set to 1 which effectively turns the rule on for any dispatch batch. Notice that as the WIP event appears on Period-04-Day the batch size is ~2x higher than in the previous two scenarios. This type of analysis could allow for an optimal parameter setting of this particular rule depending on factory conditions.

6  NEXT STEPS

As of June 2013, Phase 2 of the Implementation Plan is being executed. Applied Materials will be focusing on developing the capabilities as outlined in the Phase 3 and 4 of the Implementation Plan to improve capabilities to replicate the production dispatching rules in the simulation model and to further reduce the cost of ownership to develop and maintain dispatching rules within the simulation model. Seagate will continue to work closely with Applied Materials while starting to incorporate the capabilities developed in making decisions for validating dispatching rules and other planning scenarios.
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